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Abstract

This article discusses the growing trend to employ private parties as informants, private detectives and providers of digital technology (e.g., automated risk assessments) to predict and investigate welfare fraud. In this article, we argue that this type of outsourcing is problematic for multiple reasons. First, private actors and governments often have an ill-defined contractual relationship which creates legal uncertainty and promotes the use of unconventional evidence-gathering instruments. This issue also raises concerns regarding the accountability of public bodies and the transparency and fairness of administrative procedure. Second, the private enforcement of anti-fraud regulations is susceptible of endangering the adequate pursuit of the public interest due to the misalignment of public and private interests. Third, the outsourcing of enforcement tasks to private technology companies and their opaque automated systems can be detrimental to the right to due process, the right to non-discrimination, and the privacy of welfare recipients. This article contributes to the literature with a novel critical account of how private actors are reshaping the welfare state.
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1 Introduction

In October 2019, the newspaper The Guardian dedicated a full week to the “automation of poverty,” describing governmental practices throughout the world that involve employing technology to watch closely welfare recipients.1 The use of digital technology and other surveillance techniques to prevent welfare fraud had been criticized months earlier by the UN Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and Human rights as well as in recent literature on data-driven social security.2 The development of a digital risk assessment system (‘SyRi’) for welfare fraud prevention is also at the time of writing the subject of a judicial case in the Netherlands.3 This system helps predict which welfare recipients are more likely to abuse the system and should thus be investigated.4 Despite the alleged discriminatory character of SyRi, this system has been developed by Dutch public authorities and benefits from a relatively clear public legal framework. However, the same is not true for many other digital and analog techniques employed by private actors in welfare fraud investigations which are


3 The case is pending before the Court of first instance of The Hague. A decision is expected early 2019. For updated information on this case, see www.rechtspraak.nl.

4 Although this system has not yet succeeded at identifying well-founded cases of fraud, SyRi is perceived as a discriminatory tool to stigmatize welfare recipients, particularly non-Western minorities. For an analysis of the information that is collected in this type of contexts and their societal impact, see S. Headworth, ‘Getting to Know You: Welfare Fraud Investigation and the Appropriation of Social Ties’, American Sociological Review 87 (2019) (Headworth) 171–196.
often regulated through blurry contractual constructions.\textsuperscript{5} In this article we analyze the legal problems of outsourcing public law enforcement to private actors, particularly in the context of welfare fraud. This article delves into three common ways of involving private actors in welfare fraud prediction and detection: (i) as informants who tip-off public authorities on individuals who may be committing fraud; (ii) as private detectives who gather evidence on fraud; and (iii) as providers of automated systems that analyze data on citizens and predict the occurrence of fraud.\textsuperscript{6}

Our focus includes welfare fraud investigations in the context of housing allowances for single-parents and students, unemployment benefits, and other benefits for illness and disability. Although this article is not strictly comparative, it seeks to show the growing relevance of the outsourcing of enforcement tasks to private parties with examples from the United Kingdom, Switzerland, United States, and the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{7} In these four jurisdictions welfare systems are liberal or have recently acquired traits of neoliberalism with the growing pressure to privatize certain parts of the system due to budget constraints.\textsuperscript{8} As this article shows, the use of these privatization methods has been welcomed differently in these countries.\textsuperscript{9} While in the Netherlands, the employment of private detectives has been harshly criticized in case law, in Switzerland, welfare legislation was recently amended to provide an explicit legislative framework to allow private detectives hired by social insurance bodies to monitor welfare fraud investigations in the context of housing allowances for single-parents and students, unemployment benefits, and other benefits for illness and disability. Although this article is not strictly comparative, it seeks to show the growing relevance of the outsourcing of enforcement tasks to private parties with examples from the United Kingdom, Switzerland, United States, and the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{7} In these four jurisdictions welfare systems are liberal or have recently acquired traits of neoliberalism with the growing pressure to privatize certain parts of the system due to budget constraints.\textsuperscript{8} As this article shows, the use of these privatization methods has been welcomed differently in these countries.\textsuperscript{9} While in the Netherlands, the employment of private detectives has been harshly criticized in case law, in Switzerland, welfare legislation was recently amended to provide an explicit legislative framework to allow private detectives hired by social insurance bodies to monitor welfare fraud investigations in the context of housing allowances for single-parents and students, unemployment benefits, and other benefits for illness and disability. Although this article is not strictly comparative, it seeks to show the growing relevance of the outsourcing of enforcement tasks to private parties with examples from the United Kingdom, Switzerland, United States, and the Netherlands.\textsuperscript{7} In these four jurisdictions welfare systems are liberal or have recently acquired traits of neoliberalism with the growing pressure to privatize certain parts of the system due to budget constraints.\textsuperscript{8} As this article shows, the use of these privatization methods has been welcomed differently in these countries.\textsuperscript{9} While in the Netherlands, the employment of private detectives has been harshly criticized in case law, in Switzerland, welfare legislation was recently amended to provide an explicit legislative framework to allow private detectives hired by social insurance bodies to monitor


welfare recipients anywhere in the public space.\textsuperscript{10} It is worth noting that in Switzerland there is already a strong collaboration between public and private institutions in the social security system (through private insurances).\textsuperscript{11} Despite the differences between these countries, in all of them (including Switzerland) the changing role of the Welfare State and the interaction between public and private parties therein are under discussion.\textsuperscript{12}

This article offers primarily a critical reflection on privatization and how new forms of involving private actors in public law enforcement are reshaping the complex relationship between the State, society, and the market.\textsuperscript{13} This article does not aim to delve into automated decision-making and its technological intricacies or offer strict comparisons between social security systems which always involve a socio-political analysis.\textsuperscript{14} Rather, we address the larger problem posed by all three different types of involvement of private parties in the enforcement of social welfare laws: the illegitimate transfer of important public functions to private parties.\textsuperscript{15}

This article engages with different strands of the international legal literature on privatization and outsourcing, the criminalization of social security

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item This legislative amendment occurred in response to the ruling of the European Court of Human Rights in the case Vukota-Bojić v. Switzerland, no. 61838/10, see Part II, ECHR 2016. The mentioned amendment was subject to a national referendum in November 2018, in which two-thirds of the population voted in favor of this enhanced form of fraud prevention.
\item Given the growing importance of this topic, automated decision-making will be explored in future research.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
fraud, and the public-private divide.\textsuperscript{16} We contend that the binary lens of the public-private divide remains helpful but it does not foresee many of the potential risks of a broader outsourcing of public tasks, particularly in the digital age.\textsuperscript{17} This article is organized as follows: the first part delves into the specific nature of social security as a right and describes the evolution of the privatization trend in this sector. The second part focusses on the legal issues of employing private actors and their automated systems in the prevention and sanction of welfare fraud. The third part offers a normative framework for the privatization of public services. The fourth part concludes.

2 The Privatization of Social Welfare

2.1 Social Security as a Right

Social security systems were established in the twentieth century in multiple Western countries to address growing inequality and provide assistance to needy citizens. The right to social security is explicitly protected at international level in the European Social Charter, the UN Convention on Economic and Social Rights, the European Code of Social Security, the International Labor Organization (ILO) Convention No. 102. In the last decades we have observed the Europeanization of the right to social security as a result of the case law of the European Court of Justice of the European Union, the European Court of Human Rights (‘ECtHR’), and the decisions of the European Committee of Social Rights.\textsuperscript{18}
Social security is nowadays guided by two main principles both at the national and international levels: solidarity and equal treatment. These principles require inter-generational support, a fair distribution of income, social assistance for individuals who cannot earn an income, and prohibit discrimination. The main goal of social security and other social allowances is to alleviate poverty, support specific disfavored groups that might not be able to earn additional income (single parents) and invest in education (student allowances). This transfer of income is meant to promote individual freedom and distributive justice. The notion of social citizenship proposed by Marshall underlies still nowadays the concept of social welfare benefits and it requires that individuals are provided access to the necessary social and economic resources to participate in society. As McKeever explains, this implies not only having access to financial assistance but also being given the “freedom to make choices with knowledge of their consequences.” For many, this state of freedom means transitioning back to the labor market, for others it simply means enjoying a minimum level of social and cultural participation.

2.2 Social Welfare Fraud

With the growing rise in social security expenditure, states have felt compelled not only to reduce the dependency of recipients on welfare services but also to control more rigorously their eligibility. Social security fraud varies from minor distortions of the truth by individual claimants on their eligibility to

---

24 McKeever (n 21) 467.
welfare (e.g., submitting false documents for inexisten children, failure to repor all of the earnings) to organized and sophisticated offences.26

In the United Kingdom, the United States, Switzerland, and in the Nether lands preventing and sanctioning social security fraud has been a priority for a number of years as fraudulent claims are estimated to amount to millions (if not billions) of dollars every year.27 Nevertheless, caseworkers are often too understaffed to investigate all recipients.28 Therefore, the success of social welfare fraud detection depends on obtaining high quality information about the lives of those who may be abusing the system.29 It is in this context that in the last decade multiple countries have urged citizens to come forward with tips on fraud and made significant investments in the creation of new task forces to combat fraud. Anti-fraud policies appear to be well-received by voters as they respond to the widespread public perception that social welfare recipients can play the system to their advantage and should thus be heavily penalized for doing so.30 Well-publicized scandals in the 1960s, 1970s and early 1980s have contributed to the negative public image of welfare benefits and fraud mostly committed by women.31 From a broader perspective, it is worth noting that anti-fraud policies are also perceived as important as fraud undermines the basis of solidarity which is absolutely essential for the existence of a social security system.

In the Netherlands, the political pressure to combat welfare fraud has also increased significantly in the last decade.32 This has been fueled by multiple

26 McKeever (n 21) 466.
27 Ibid. at 141.
29 Headworth (n 4) 172.
32 The Dutch legislator has, for example, required local governments to impose important financial sanctions on welfare recipients in any case of fraud (including minor violations
recent fraud incidents involving individuals with an immigration background. In 2018 journalists reported on large-scale fraud of Eastern European individuals who applied for Dutch unemployment benefits, while taking long holiday breaks in their home countries. An investigation unveiling that a large number of welfare recipients were concealing real estate in Turkey also made the press headlines. Since 2015 the Dutch Court of Appeals has concluded in numerous cases involving Turkish nationals receiving welfare benefits but allegedly living abroad, that municipalities violated the prohibition to discriminate on the grounds of nationality. In May 2019, Dutch media reported that the Dutch Tax and Customs Administrations had tampered with evidence to cancel the child benefits of a significant number of parents with double nationality and a non-Western immigration background. Subsequent investigations confirmed that most of these parents were in fact eligible for the benefits they claimed, resulting in a public apology of the Minister of Finance for the seemingly discriminatory investigations, who admitted that “welfare fraud prevention was losing its human dimension.” Indeed, although there are national variations, the popular perception of welfare fraud tends to be much higher than the reality: only a very small minority of welfare recipients abuses of the duty to inform the authorities. In the Netherlands, local governments often are responsible for the administration of numerous social benefits, including the determination of eligibility and fraud prevention. Fraudulent welfare recipients are required to pay back the undeservedly received benefits and an additional fine which typically amounts to the same amount they received. In practice, fraudulent welfare recipients have to pay back the double amount. The Dutch Court of Appeals for Social Matters (Centrale Raad van Beroep, highest court in this case) considered that the statute dictating this outcome (Wet aanscherping handhaving en sanctiebeleid szw) was in breach of article 7 ECHR: See Centrale Raad van Beroep, November 24, 2014, ECLI:NL:CRVB:2014:3754.

37 Ibid.
the system (between 2 and 10% in the United States, United Kingdom, and the Netherlands). Moreover, intrusive, rigid and unclear anti-fraud strategies tend to be counterproductive as they do not distinguish between a needy citizen who unknowingly made an honest mistake and organized crime. This approach deteriorates the relationship between citizens and their governments.

Welfare fraud is typically sanctioned with administrative sanctions such as the immediate cancelation of benefits along with other administrative penalties (e.g., ineligibility for welfare support for a certain period, or, more rarely, permanent disqualification for life from welfare). In addition to these civil or restitution penalties, several countries (e.g., United States, the Netherlands) impose criminal penalties for welfare fraud, prosecuting the most serious forms of intentional and willful misrepresentation. The current "criminalization of welfare fraud" also includes a number of enforcement practices such as rules on the burden of proof, enhancement of enforcement tasks and reinforcement of surveillance of welfare recipients by undercover enforcement officers. In the United States, federal welfare legislation further limits the eligibility for aid for adults with drug felony convictions.

In the next section, we delve into the employment of private actors in the context of fraud-prevention and enforcement.

---


39 See, for an empirical study in the Netherlands, M. Hertogh, *Slimme Handhaving* [Smart Enforcement] (The Hague: Boom juridisch, 2018). According to this study, aggressive fraud-combat strategies are not as effective as it is commonly thought. This empirical study shows that most welfare recipients comply with their obligations. Welfare fraud prevention mechanisms are experienced as a form of ‘policing’ rather than positive coaching which help them live independently from welfare. The study also shows that there is no clear correlation between repressive enforcement and compliance).

40 Chunn and Gavigan (n 31) 220; Gustafson (n 7) 51–52.

41 Gustafson (n 7) 55.
3 Social Welfare Spies

Public bodies and their civil servants are traditionally regarded as the primary agents of public law enforcement. However, the prosecution of fraud is complex, fragmented, time consuming, and it requires having “eyes and ears” everywhere.42 Public actors have thus resorted to citizens and professional private investigators in a wide variety of fields.43 Although private actors have received limited attention from legal academia, these private agents outnumber their public sector counterparts.44

In the twentieth century, private investigators reemerged as private security companies started offering specialized services and expertise to airports (e.g., for terrorism prevention), large corporations, and shopping malls.45 Private investigators are currently hired by governments and individuals to gather and examine facts in order to reconstruct past events in an efficient and accurate way.46

Private investigators are broadly employed in the United States, United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Switzerland by corporations and insurance companies to investigate fraudulent disability and illness claims.47 These actors have also been strategically used in the context of financial crime investigations which are often carried out by global auditing firms.48 Private investigators tend to benefit from their previous experience as former police agents, intelligence officers or highly-skilled IT-specialists.49 Moreover, private

---

investigators are cost-effective as they are only hired when required. In the United Kingdom, some police forces have experimented with procuring services previously carried out by police officers in order to face government cuts.50

Private investigations in the context of fraud prevention tend to be goal-oriented procedures which start out from the suspicion of fraud or misconduct and they are desirably based on a mandate defined by and with the client.51 The work of private investigators is thus limited in scope and should ideally deliver independent, careful, and transparent work. These investigators report back to private corporations that, in case of administrative or criminal fraud, can suggest that public bodies initiate an investigation. In Switzerland and in the Netherlands, social insurance companies and public bodies that are responsible for welfare benefits, have relied on similar private policing mechanisms to investigate social welfare fraud.52 Employing private detectives has multiple advantages: first, contracts between public bodies and private agents allow companies to work around existing policies and operate with greater unilateral policy discretion.53 Second, some of these private investigators operate on the grounds of performance-based contracts, that is, their remuneration is dependent on the ability to detect fraud.54 While some of these companies are licensed and subject to special legislation, the activity of several others remains fully unregulated and can only be sanctioned by applying general private law dispositions.55


55 Wet particuliere beveiligingsorganisaties en recherchebureaus [Statute on private security organizations and investigators], October 24, 1997, Stb. 1997, 500. These enterprises are often consultancy agencies, who share knowledge with, advise, and educate the public.
The involvement of private detectives and the use of technology developed by private companies are not the typical forms of privatization and outsourcing of public tasks that the literature has analyzed for the past decades. Therefore, these new forms of outsourcing of public tasks raise novel questions as to the admissibility and the legitimacy of private actors.\(^{56}\) In this part, we describe the involvement of private actors in welfare fraud investigations and inquire into the reasons why relying on private actors and their high-end surveillance techniques may be problematic from a legal perspective.

### 3.1 Private Actors as Informants

“If you see something, say something” is a well-known appeal to citizens to report suspicions of terrorist threats, provide tips to police regarding fugitives, and report fraud.\(^{57}\) These authorities coopt citizens’ sight, speech, and social networks as in the context of social welfare fraud, valuable information tends to come from informants who are close to the recipients.\(^{58}\) Citizens are endowed with unique intelligence gathering that can complement the state's enforcement powers, they have access to private information, and are likely to hear what welfare recipients would never disclose to a public authority.\(^{59}\) In the last years, public authorities have even relied on gamification applications to make citizen involvement in law enforcement more appealing.\(^{60}\)

Citizens can be involved in different ways in the context of welfare fraud investigations: first, welfare authorities in multiple countries encourage citizens to come forward voluntarily with information on abusive claims. In the United Kingdom, citizens can report their suspicions through the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) Fraud and Error Service and use the National sector and also offer services in fraud investigations. Three major players on the Dutch market are SV Land, Langhenkel, and Bureau Buitenland.

---


\(^{57}\) Reeves (n 6) 3.

\(^{58}\) Headworth (n 4) 171–174.

\(^{59}\) Reeves (n 6) 10–11.

Benefit Fraud Hotline. Similar services exist in the Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United States and are widely used by citizens. The Swiss National Accident Insurance Fund (Suva), one of the pillars of the country’s social security system, alone receives per year around 1700 tips of potential fraud. In many cases, the tips provided refer to neighbors, (former) partners, family members, and close acquaintances. With the development of social media (e.g., Facebook), citizens have also become “digilantes” as they use their online networks to report on members of their networks.

Citizens can also be involved as informal informants in the context of interviews conducted by investigators. In several situations, citizens may not be aware that they are putting at stake the welfare benefits of their neighbors or acquaintances. It has been reported that investigators in the United States have at times used subterfuges to obtain the information they need to detect fraud or have adapted information to fit the context of their investigation. While omitting information may encourage individuals to be more frank with public authorities, it generates legal uncertainty and raises questions as to the legality of the evidence gathered in the context of investigations.

The appeal to the civic duty to report fraud has been a source of criticism for decades. First, a significant number of tip-offs are driven by malice and the wish to take personal revenge on welfare recipients. In addition to the potential conflict of interests, there is also the risk of overenforcement and underenforcement. The clear misalignment of interests between public

---


63 See J. Gilliom (n 14), describing the constant surveillance welfare recipients are subject to and the role of social control.

64 Headworth (n 4) 174, 184.


66 See, generally, Reeves (n 6).

authorities and citizens allows informants to mobilize public authority for personal purposes.\textsuperscript{68}

Second, welfare fraud enforcement teams face a large number of tip-offs which they are not able to pursue because citizens often provide inaccurate information.\textsuperscript{69} Only a small number of welfare recipients are investigated depending on the type of evidence that has been gathered against them.\textsuperscript{70}

Third, empirical research in the United Kingdom has shown that after citizens have provided tips, the triage of cases that will be pursued is still done with great discretion.\textsuperscript{71} Investigators tend to decide on the grounds of their experience whether a case is worth pursuing or not. In simple cases it was found that investigators suffer from a strong confirmation bias as they try to find corroborating evidence for a tip-off—regardless of the motives that drove the denunciation—rather than to look for alternative explanations for the breach under investigation. Moreover, the ubiquitous character of the involvement of citizens affects the procedural guarantees of social welfare recipients who can be invisibly controlled at all times by neighbors, acquaintances, and friends in the intimacy of their private sphere.\textsuperscript{72} In conclusion, citizens’ collaboration with public authorities allows investigators to tap into the private spheres of welfare recipients but it also subjects them to a high level of social control and allows individuals to use law enforcement for their personal gain.

### 3.2 Private Actors as Detectives

While many countries appeal to citizens’ input in their investigations, not many Western governments have taken a step in the direction of hiring private detectives for fraud investigations. This has occurred for example in the Netherlands and Switzerland. As this section explains, the employment of

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{69} H. Koskela, "Don’t Mess with Texas!": Texas Virtual Border Watch Program and the (botched) politics of responsibilization', Crime, Media, Culture 7(1) (2011) 49–65 (Koskela) at 59.
  \item \textsuperscript{72} Koskela (n 69) 55.
\end{itemize}
private detectives can have a considerable impact on the procedural guarantees of the subjects under investigation.

3.2.1 Legal Basis
In the past seven years, Dutch administrative courts have reviewed a number of administrative decisions that were directly or indirectly based on investigations conducted by private actors. In several of these cases, the admissibility of the evidence obtained by these private investigators was disputed due to the inexistence of a specific legal basis for their operation or unclear contractual relationship.

The admissibility of the evidence gathered by private detectives depends first of all on the existence of a legislative or contractual basis. Depending on the existence of these legal elements, private agents may benefit from legal frameworks that are typically applied to private actors rather than public bodies. In other words, contrary to public enforcement agents, private investigators who are not operating on behalf of public authorities can gather evidence through a wide array of techniques without prior judicial authorization. They may not seize documents but upon receiving authorization to enter a home, private investigators may take pictures of available evidence.

In the case Vukota-Bojic before the ECtHR, a Swiss social insurance company had hired a private detective to secretly monitor a welfare recipient who was suspected of misinforming the authorities about her physical inability to work. Private investigators followed her for several days and prepared a detailed monitoring report containing images and videos of the welfare recipient. The applicant in this case argued that the secret surveillance by private detectives violated her rights under Articles 6 and 8 ECHR and that the

---


74 See, for instance, Dutch Administrative High Court for Social Affairs [Centrale Raad van Beroep] – See AB 2014/422, Centrale Raad van Beroep, 16 September 2014, ecli:NL:CRVB:2014:2947; in this case, the Dutch Administrative High Court decided that a local public body in charge of controlling the eligibility of housing allowances benefits should not be allowed to outsource the control of social welfare benefits to a commercial company with whom it merely had a "no cure [fraud], no pay" relationship.


78 Ibid, § 35.
information gathered should be excluded as illegally obtained evidence. Under Swiss federal law, this social insurance company was qualified as a public authority and was thus obliged to respect Swiss public law and the ECHR. There was nonetheless no legislative basis for the surveillance of citizens in cases of fraud and no information regarding the maximum duration of the surveillance measures or the possibility to challenge them in court. Public authorities had thus broad discretion in deciding which circumstances justified such surveillance and for how long.

While the ECtHR did not delve into the particular use of private investigators to conduct this far-reaching investigation, it insisted on the need for legal provisions that legitimize this type of interference with an individual’s right to private life.79 When a public authority hires private detectives, it must guarantee that their investigative actions respect the same restrictions and comply with equal safeguards as when it acts with its own civil servants. While the Court did not discuss the contractual relation between the public authority and the private detectives in the Vukota-Bojic case, it can be expected that the lack of a formal hierarchy and oversight of all actions of the private detectives will increase the risk of abuse of secret surveillance measures.

As a response to the Vukota-Bojic judgment, the Swiss legislator has provided a legislative basis for the operation of private detectives in welfare fraud investigations in the context of accidents and disability (Articles 43a, 43b and 79 al. 3).80 Surveillance is currently allowed in public spaces, which includes balconies and gardens; private detectives may use drones, GPS and other trackers provided that they request judicial authorization beforehand; and surveillance must be limited to the period of thirty days per six months. With the enactment of a detailed legislative basis for surveillance, the judgment of the ECtHR contributed to the clarification of the expectations of Swiss beneficiaries but not necessarily to the improvement of their right to private life. This law does not fully exclude the use of illegally obtained evidence to prove welfare fraud. In other words, if a detective violates the limits of new legal basis to gather evidence of fraud, its use may still be up for debate.81

In the Netherlands, the Dutch legislator has provided a broad legal basis for the involvement of private actors in social welfare administration as long as

81 See also the decision of the Swiss Federal Case on a case similar to Vukota-Bojic concerning the obtainance of illegal evidence by a detective, ATF 9C_806/2016.
the core public tasks—the decisions to grant and re-claim benefits—remained in the hands of public authorities. An explicit legislative basis in the sense of the Vukota-Bojic judgment, can only be found in limited areas of welfare administration (e.g., student allowances). In the Netherlands, courts have tried to safeguard the legality of the outsourcing of public tasks to private investigators not only by interpreting the existing legal basis but also by inquiring into the contractual relationship between public authorities and private detectives in order to establish the degree of public intervention in each specific case.

In the United Kingdom, local public bodies have been reported to also hire private detectives for fraud investigations. We have identified a number of private companies that offer to gather evidence and provide expert testimony in welfare investigations. These services include obtaining proof of cohabitation to support evidence fraud. On the website of one of these private detective companies, it is stated that proof of cohabitation “is needed for the council to take further action as they cannot do anything without it. If you are able to prove this, then you can get justice for yourself and other UK tax payers in London.” Drawing on the information available on this and other private detective websites, we could conclude that the evidence gathered by private detectives is used to initiate investigations and detect both small and large scale fraud cases. In the United Kingdom, investigation and surveillance practices are subject to the limits defined by the Social Security Fraud Act 2001 (and further elaborated in the Code of Practice on Obtaining Information), the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 as well as the Human Rights Act which makes it unlawful for a local authority to breach any article of the European Convention of Human Rights. While this legal framework was not directly designed for the actions of private detectives, these rules are applicable to the Authorized Officers responsible for outsourcing

---

82 Pg Awb 111, p. 334 (additional clarification article 5:31 GALA) and Kamerstukken11 [Dutch Parliament Papers, House of Representatives], 2002/03, 28 870, nr. 3 p. 37.
84 This is the case of EuroTech Investigation Service, see http://www.euro-tecinvestigation-service.co.uk/welfareinvestigations.html; and Insight, see https://www.investigate.uk/observations/ (retrieved 30 December 2019).
investigations. When the legal framework does not apply directly to private detectives, it is important to analyze the underlying contractual relationship between public bodies and private actors. In other words, the existence of a legal basis for the employment of private detectives does not exclude the need for a clear contract between these private actors and public authorities. In 2014, the Dutch High Court for Social Affairs excluded the evidence of fraud collected by the private detectives, as it had been obtained “in violation of the principles of good administration.” The relationship between public and private bodies was in that specific case unclear and the court could not assert whether the detectives had received clear instructions and supervision from the public authority that was ultimately accountable to the investigation. Furthermore, the private detectives only had in this case a performance-based contract which provided strong incentives to find evidence of fraud and raised one of the oldest questions in the context of privatization: the divergence of incentives between private actors (maximize profit) and the pursuit of the public good. In this case, the Court excluded it based on the contractual relationship between the parties and the need to draw limits to the outsourcing of public tasks. In other Dutch cases of welfare fraud involving private detectives, the outsourcing to private agents was based on specific legislative and contractual dispositions and it was proven the public body gave specific instructions on what kind of investigative measures could be undertaken.

---


91 The court considered that the evidence supporting the decision of the public body was illegally obtained and violated Article 7(4) of the Dutch Statute on Employment and Social Benefits (Wet werk en bijstand). See, for further information on evidence gathering in Dutch administrative law, Y.E. Schuurmans, ‘Onrechtmatig verkregen bewijsmateriaal in het bestuursrecht’ [Illegally Obtained Evidence in Dutch Administrative Law], Ars Aequi (May 2017) 388–399 [in Dutch].

92 See, for instance, First-instance court of Rotterdam, 6.10.2015, ecli:NL:RBROT:2015:7050 http://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:RBROT:2015:7050&keywo rd=investiga [in Dutch]; Centrale Raad van Beroep, 2 december 2015, AB 2016/77 (m.n.v. H. E. Bröring). The Dutch Administrative High Court (Centrale Raad van Beroep) is the court of appeal for a part of the administrative disputes in the Netherlands. It judges cases governed by the General Administrative Law Act (Algemene wet bestuursrecht) and it is in particular competent to decide appeals involving social security and social assistance disputes.
When this hierarchical or employment relationship is verified, private investigators are nonetheless not allowed to go beyond the limits of what would be allowed to a public enforcement agent.

In the United States, a number of states have recently started enacting legislation to allow private companies to investigate public assistance fraud. This is the case of Illinois, Mississippi, Missouri, and Wyoming which recently passed laws allowing these state to hire a private contractor to check the eligibility of individuals participating in state public assistance programs like Medicaid. These private actors are contracted for the use of ‘computerized control systems’ and may simply alert the state that a person is ineligible for welfare. State legislation defines the scope and limits of the outsourcing of powers.

To conclude, the existence of a clear legal basis is essential to legitimize the involvement of both public and private actors in surveillance activities. It is worth noting that in December 2019, the ECtHR also discussed the degree of specificity of judicial authorizations to conduct surveillance, stating that “the Court is of the opinion that secret surveillance being a serious interference with a person’s right to respect for private life, a judicial authorisation serving as its basis cannot be drafted in such vague terms as to leave room for speculation and assumptions with regard to its content and, most importantly, to the person in whose respect the given measure is being applied”

3.2.2 Evidence-gathering and Fundamental Rights
Outsourcing has allowed public institutions to expand the scope of their enforcement powers and benefit from the more generous legal framework applicable to private actors, for example, in the context of evidence-gathering. Evidence-gathering in administrative procedures is in general characterized by fairly lenient limits as long as the public body collects the necessary information according to the general principles of good administration (e.g.,

---

95 The limits of evidence-gathering tend to be even more lenient when evidence is gathered by private parties. For example, in the United States, private investigators will not be bound by the Fourth Amendment; therefore, information uncovered by private citizens without the consent of the investigated party may still be admissible in court. See Brennan-Marquez (n 75) 485–522.
transparency). The absence of clear limits to evidence gathering is particularly challenging in the field of social welfare as much of this evidence does not meet national criminal law standards. This information can nonetheless be used indirectly to initiate the prosecution of a citizen for welfare fraud crimes.

Furthermore, evidence-gathering strategies used by private investigators (such as the thorough surveillance described in the Vukota-Bojic case) are likely to put at stake a number of fundamental rights, particularly national procedural guarantees (due process, equality of arms) and the right to respect for private and family life (including privacy).

Although the ECtHR in the Vukota-Bojic case found a breach of the right to respect for private life (and hence privacy) in intrusive fraud investigations conducted by private detectives, this finding did not automatically result in the exclusion of illegally obtained evidence. Article 6 of the ECHR does not entail specific rules on the admissibility and assessment of pieces of evidence and the Court is not required to correct any error of fact or law made by national courts. Considering its nature as an international human rights court, the ECtHR focuses on the defense rights of the applicant and the importance of the evidence in question. If the applicant was given an opportunity to challenge the authenticity of the evidence and to oppose its use in the national proceedings, it is unlikely that the ECtHR will consider that the right to a fair trial (Article 6 ECHR) has been infringed. A similar position has been visible in civil cases in the United Kingdom where the admissibility of evidence obtained by private investigators was unsuccessfully challenged on the grounds of the breach of human rights. English courts have made a proportionality assessment in this type of cases, weighing the rights of the individual against
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99 Vukota-Bojić v. Switzerland, no. 61838/10, § 93, ECHR 2016: ‘It is not [...] the role of the Court to determine, as a matter of principle, whether particular types of evidence – for example, evidence obtained unlawfully in terms of domestic law – may be admissible. The question which must be answered is whether the proceedings as a whole, including the way in which the evidence was obtained, were fair.’
the harm to others within the framework of justice.\textsuperscript{102} In the Netherlands, Dutch administrative courts have reached different decisions, determining the exclusion of evidence on the grounds of the violation of human rights, namely the right to a fair trial.\textsuperscript{103}

Although we understand the need to guarantee the economy of judicial proceedings and the possibility to admit illegally obtained evidence based on a proportionality assessment, we contend that the circumstances under which evidence has been collected, should be taken into account if they cast doubt on its reliability and accuracy. This will be the case when private actors have strong commercial incentives to find fraud and the public oversight of private investigative actions is limited. In these cases, courts should be extra vigilant as potential interferences with the obtained material and the violation of the individuals’ guarantees.

### 3.2.3 Legitimacy Deficit and Good Administration

Several critics of privatization have argued that public officials should be preferred to private contractors not only because they can perform certain tasks better but also because their identity as public agents has an intrinsic value which imbues them with enhanced political legitimacy.\textsuperscript{104} The outsourcing of public services is nevertheless often justified by the demand for enhanced expertise and efficiency which confers legitimacy to private actors.\textsuperscript{105} When applying this criterion to social welfare fraud investigations, it can be questioned whether this field requires enhanced expertise.\textsuperscript{106} Rather, social welfare investigations aim to verify simple facts: does the beneficiary live alone or does this individual cohabitate? Is the income of the beneficiary correct? Is the beneficiary living at her registered address? These factual investigations are time-consuming and can be easily optimized with the assistance of digital research.


\textsuperscript{106} A. Outhuijse, ‘De introductie van private partijen in het bouwtoezicht. Waar moeten we aan denken?’ [The introduction of private actors in the supervision of the construction sector], \textit{TO} 3 (2013) 79 [in Dutch].
techniques that can select potential candidates for formal investigations. This selection phase demands advanced digital skills and equipment which may or may not always be present in public bodies.

The employment of private actors can still raise concerns regarding a number of values and principles of administrative law such as openness, transparency, impartiality, rationality, and accessibility of administrative decisions. Furthermore, the existence of a legal basis for outsourcing does not take away the fact that private detectives are driven by private interests rather than the pursuit of the public interest. We expect this misalignment of interests to occur in particular when the remuneration of private detectives is dependent on how much fraud they are able to detect or private companies are able to draw economic benefits from the data they collected in the context of investigations. Multiple questions will arise then in this context: Will private detectives also be willing to collect exculpatory evidence? Will they comply with rules on data-protection, even when this is detrimental to the successful of their risk-assessments?

3.3 Private Actors as Providers of Data-Driven Enforcement Systems

The use of automated systems is currently pervasive both in the public and private sectors. The involvement of private technology companies ranges from those providing specialized fraud detection services to the provision of software. However, technology companies are increasingly involved in public decision-making as they design integrated solutions that are used for
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government data and services. It is in this context that we observe a novel form of privatization of welfare fraud investigations in the United Kingdom, the United States, the Netherlands, and Switzerland. In the last five years, the media has discussed the use of automated systems in social welfare fraud prevention. Public bodies use for example data sharing and data matching systems that seek to break down longstanding data-silos that may be preventing not only a joined approach to public services but also the detection of inconsistent information and thus fraud. However, these systems are not always developed by public bodies. Instead, they are acquired from Big Tech companies such as IBM. To illustrate, the IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management has been employed in Camden (United Kingdom) to develop a residents’ index that links data sources from across Camden and uses probabilistic matching techniques for identity verification and fraud detection. This has been used to detect school admission fraud in situations where individuals falsely claim to live close to a popular school so that their children can get a place. The index developed by IBM checks all the addresses that a family has given to each of their services and establishes whether there are discrepancies. If the system
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raises a red flag, an audit team can investigate further. Similar services are provided to municipalities in the Netherlands by Totta Data Lab and Ynformed. As mentioned earlier, private detective companies are also allowed to employ automated systems when monitoring welfare recipients in Switzerland. On the other side of the Atlantic, the California state legislature amended the Welfare and Institutions Code in 2017 to replace fingerprint imaging with an “automated, nonbiometric” method for verifying the identity of applicants to the CalWORKs program, which provides cash assistance to needy families. Public authorities also relied here on a private company (Pondera solutions) to conduct a pilot of a cloud-based identity verification system (Knowledge Based Authentication System). This pilot raised several legal concerns as the private company refused to explain how the data was analyzed, making it difficult for the broader public to assess the accuracy of the system. In addition, the system required the collection of highly sensitive data.

Fraud investigations are not yet fully automated and it is not the aim of this section to explain in detail exactly what specific technology is being used. Rather, our focus lies in the legal issues raised by the delegation of public tasks (fraud inspections) to private companies through the contracting of technology. In May 2019, Human Rights Watch submitted a report to the UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty & Human Rights explaining how states throughout the world were delegating key welfare functions (including determination of eligibility and benefits levels and fraud investigations) to automated decision-making systems. In the cases described in the report, citizens targeted by these systems were not tech-savvy, integrated underrepresented groups, and were directly and indirectly stigmatized and discriminated. Moreover, the automated systems involved an opaque analysis of large datasets containing a wide range of sensitive data.

At the resemblance of the two previous forms of involving private actors in welfare fraud investigations, the use of digital technology developed by private companies changes the way in which welfare fraud investigations are conducted in several ways. First, it is not always clear what data these technologies rely upon to establish the probability that someone will commit fraud. Fraud investigators will primarily consider past statistics, for example, data stating that a certain group of citizens (e.g., pensioners) is less likely to commit

118 As a consequence, the California Department of Social Services decided not to implement this automated system.
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fraud. However, it may be difficult to obtain specific information for example, on the weight of certain data in the calculation of a risk score. The process by which data systems are developed and then implemented by investigators may not always be accessible to the public. While public authorities could hypothetically work on improving the transparency of these systems by requesting contractors to disclose proprietary information, this is not always possible in practice. Moreover, the opacity of these digital systems is reinforced by the absence of information regarding the oversight mechanisms in place. This opacity is particularly serious when it is directly or indirectly used by fraud teams to make decisions that affect individuals’ ability to receive welfare benefits. Therefore, the existence of public-private partnerships makes it difficult for citizens to scrutinize automated systems, reduces the accountability of public authorities, and the protection of citizens against their human rights impacts.

Second, the use of complex data-driven systems is susceptible of violating fundamental rights. The right to non-discrimination (Article 14 ECHR, Article 1 of the Additional Protocol), the right to private and family life (Article 8 ECHR) including personal data can be violated by automated systems in multiple ways. Risk assessments often result in profiling and thus the stigmatization of certain groups and minorities who are thought to present a higher risk of fraudulent behavior. Also, automated assessments are not always focused on
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establishing behavior (i.e., whether an individual abuse the system) but on predicting it.128 This means that selected citizens will be closely watched because their personal characteristics (e.g., age group, gender, ethnicity) place them in a category of people (e.g., middle-age women) that is more likely to commit fraud. On the grounds of these probabilistic models and historical data, these individuals will then be more intensely scrutinized and often marginalized under the guise of objective evidence-based analyses.129 Probabilistic models that act on group characteristics rather than a qualitative assessment of an individual’s characteristics may contravene the Human Rights Act (in the United Kingdom), the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, and the ECHR.130 In addition, predictive systems reinforce stereotypes, the belief that averages are more important than morality, and the sense of justice that requires evidence of wrongdoing rather than the probability thereof.131

Although governments claim that they gather anonymous data to build automated systems, the risk of re-identification of data by private companies is real. The data in public services, particularly in the field of social welfare, includes very sensitive information which if re-identified, can have important consequences and result in continued stigmatization.132 Digital trails left during a fraud investigation may determine someone’s life chances to a significant extent (for example, if there is online information on the suspicion that an individual committed fraud, her reputation or credit score may be seriously affected).133
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Third, the outsourcing of public tasks may result in the expansion or reduction of discretionary powers beyond the original intent of the legislator.\textsuperscript{134} Existing social welfare legislation was drafted with human decision-makers in mind.\textsuperscript{135} In the context of automated systems or risk assessments that support decision-making, we will often see or fear different interpretations of the law. The interpretation of vague and indeterminate terms will be primarily focused on past data analytics (e.g., if someone has committed fraud once or belongs to an ethnic group that has abused the system in the past, the system may flag this individual as a potential abuser). Although many of these objections are applicable to both public and private automated systems, the involvement of private companies in welfare investigations enhances the risk of unfair, disproportionate and discriminatory treatment due to the misalignment of interests and values between public and private parties.

4 A Normative Framework for the Privatization of Public Enforcement

In this section, we offer a normative framework that seeks to reframe the intervention of private actors so as to ensure that welfare fraud investigations are fair, transparent, non-discriminatory, and conducted in the strict pursuit of the public interest.

4.1 Limited Outsourcing of Inherently Governmental Tasks

As a first normative limit to the privatization of public enforcement, we suggest limiting the outsourcing of certain public tasks to private actors, particularly the task of investigating welfare fraud (including the surveillance of individuals). We argue that the detection and sanctioning of fraud are inherently governmental tasks because they affect the exercise of fundamental rights that can be more adequately protected by public authorities than private actors. “Inherently governmental tasks” have been traditionally presented in the literature in civil and common law countries as tasks that should be reserved to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
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public bodies and that, as such, cannot be outsourced or require a very strict and detailed legal basis for the outsourcing of specific tasks.\textsuperscript{136}

The concept of ‘inherently governmental tasks’ is closely connected to the idea that some public tasks are particularly designed for the benefit of the whole collectivity.”\textsuperscript{137} This concept has been defined in the United States as “a function that it is so intimately related to the public interest as to require performance by Federal Government employees.”\textsuperscript{138} Under the “nature of the function” test, a task will be regarded as “inherently governmental” if it involves “exercising sovereign power,” for example, that of depriving someone of liberty in the name of public safety.\textsuperscript{139} Our position draws on the position adopted in 2014 by the Dutch High Court for Social Affairs. In a case involving private detectives, the Court stated that while the Dutch Social Welfare Act offered room for the delegation of administrative tasks in general, it also stated that law enforcement and fraud investigations constituted a core task of the public administration. As such, this task could not be delegated without a more specific legal provision.\textsuperscript{140}

The delimitation of “inherently governmental tasks” evokes the traditional debate on the divide between public and private spheres which has been
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particularly visible in civil law countries. Although this debate has been dismissed as obsolete, it still offers a framework and a vocabulary that helps us distinguish between tasks to which public law principles apply and governmental tasks that cannot be outsourced. The public law-private law divide has been inspired by the ideological perception that there are certain missions and values of public law that should not be attributed to other entities since they are inherent to the pursuit of the common good, not private advantage. The definition of the limits of the public realm is highly dependent on time, place, culture, reigning interests, and needs. It is thus a normative question which has changed throughout time and is historically contingent.

The provision of social assistance itself was traditionally in the hands of private actors, charities, and churches. In the nineteenth century, states relied on private charities to provide social assistance to the needy. However, as private benevolent societies became unable to meet the increasing needs of expanding populations, in particular after the Great Depression, the Welfare State emerged. In modern days, most Western countries have included social welfare in the imperium of public law. Although social security and public


assistance have been for decades at the heart of the welfare state, it can be argued that the provision of assistance and the control of eligibility and the enforcement of social security laws have different natures. The former has become increasingly instrumental and thus susceptible of being delegated to private actors. The latter has remained in the hands of public authorities as it involves sanctions. It would be difficult to argue that every aspect of social welfare should be kept in public hands. Indeed, the existence of a right to certain public services does not mean that there is a constitutional anti-privatization framework that draws the borders for contracting with private entities for the provision of public services. Instead, welfare pluralism has become part of the larger debate on how to reduce the costs of the welfare state. Nevertheless, the control of eligibility and law enforcement are decisive to the exercise of the right to social security. They relate directly to the provision of public assistance which guarantees the survival, education, and basic living conditions of citizens.

Allowing private citizens to monitor welfare recipients or encouraging citizens to denunciate neighbors and family members further stigmatizes social welfare and it opens the door to multiple forms of abuse. Moreover, the outsourcing of public enforcement, particularly when primarily guided by opaque and biased data-driven systems, is susceptible of interfering with citizens' fundamental rights. Automated systems acquired from private companies should therefore be developed according to ethical standards and be aligned with the same public values and rules that characterize public law enforcement. As the ECtHR has underlined, public authorities should not evade their obligations by outsourcing tasks to private parties, the standards and underlying values of law enforcement must be the same regardless of whether the enforcement is performed directly by a public authority or a private party with

delegated powers. Automated systems should be for example audited and controlled so that public authorities can assess according to what values and categories welfare recipients are being classified. Their private character and the proprietary nature of their software cannot be evoked as an excuse to apply a different legal regime. Indeed, the legitimacy of privatization and outsourcing depends on the application of the same rules to public and private enforcers, including in the context of data collection and processing.

Finally, there is limited evidence that the privatization and optimization of social welfare enforcement can have beneficial effects decreasing poverty and the dependency of individuals on assistance. Instead, the privatization of social welfare appears to affect directly the nature of the state-citizen relationship converting it into a contractual relationship with reduced levels of accountability, legitimacy, and transparency.

4.2 Accountability Mechanisms

In the digital age, enhanced transparency has been often viewed as the response to the use of automated systems. Data-driven systems and other opaque strategies developed by private bodies should benefit not only from enhanced transparency but also clear accountability mechanisms that allow citizens to understand how a decision was made.

152 Van Vondel v The Netherlands, no. 38258/03, § 49, ECHR 2007.
Thus far, Dutch public bodies at the central level have sought to legitimize contracts with private parties by disclosing information regarding the existence of a digital investigation phase. They have also informed the Parliament and the public that they were indeed building “data warehouses” about citizens and used various queries and risk profiles to detect high risks of fraud.\textsuperscript{159} In the United States, there is a growing debate on the introduction of Algorithmic Impact Assessments.\textsuperscript{160} These assessments aim to reduce the opacity of automated systems and would require each public authority to publicly list and describe all existing and proposed automated decision systems, including their purpose, reach, and potential impacts on identifiable groups or individuals. These systems would allow the public to review and audit the algorithms used by agencies. The effectiveness of these algorithmic impact assessments depends nonetheless on an increase in the internal expertise and capacity of public authorities to evaluate the fairness and risk of discrimination of systems they procure.\textsuperscript{161}

Accountability mechanisms should also include information on the supervision of private companies, the responsibility taken for potential mistakes, and an assessment of the human rights impacts of employed automated systems. The need to accept this responsibility should be proportionate to the degree of involvement of public bodies in the process and the benefit they could potentially draw from their contracts with private companies.\textsuperscript{162}

An important question that arises is whether a system of enhanced accountability can address the legitimacy deficit of private actors and guarantee that the outsourcing of public tasks does not have a negative impact on the public interest.\textsuperscript{163} As Jody Freeman has explained, privatization does not need to be accompanied by a reduction in accountability. Instead, public bodies should seek to “publicize” certain services by imposing public values and rules on private providers, particularly when these actors will have to exercise discretion and serve vulnerable groups.\textsuperscript{164} This aspect is particularly important in
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the context of profiling. Although at the time of writing there is limited case law about profiling in general, Dutch courts have been critical as regards the use of ethnical profiling regardless of whether these profiles are developed by public and private actors and have declared various profiling practices unconstitutional as they breach the principle of equality and the prohibition of non-discrimination.165

Enhanced accountability can also be achieved through clearer contractual terms and ensuring that private investigators are bound by stricter legal constraints. Limiting the discretion of private actors gives the government greater influence and reduces potential ambiguities as well as the mismatch between private and public interests. In addition, as Nestor Davidson explains, clear contractual arrangements in social welfare also give “a clear metric for translating public goals into a discernable framework of delegation, as well as effective means to ensure that those goals are being met.”166

The general regulation of the involvement of private actors in the administration of public tasks varies greatly between highly regulated systems in certain continental European countries (strict training hours, equipment) and minimal and experimental standards on voucher systems and eligibility control imposed by state or provincial regulations in the United States.167 Nevertheless, accountability for the involvement of private actors in welfare fraud investigations should mean that public authorities do not employ informants, private detectives, and automated systems without adequate supervision, instructions, and a clear framework. This brings us to the last mechanism of enhancing accountability: the extension of public law obligations (administrative law and human rights) to private actors in addition to contract and tort law.168 In the United Kingdom and the United States, there has been significant resistance towards the incorporation of general public law or human rights
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obligations in contracts. Instead, it is up to public bodies to draft contractual specifications that ensure adequate monitoring of contractors. Contrary to Dutch cases analyzed earlier in this article, U.K. and U.S. Courts have also proven to be reluctant to extend public law to private contractors.

4.3 Proportionate Enforcement

Welfare fraud investigations involving intrusive surveillance conducted by public or private actors are required to be in conformity with clear and specific rules as well as with the principle of proportionality. As explained earlier, surveillance is in “accordance with the law” when investigation powers have “some basis in domestic law (as opposed to a practice which does not have a specific legal basis).” Compliance with the principle of proportionality requires a more complex assessment. This was underlined in the ECtHR decision *Big Brother and others v. the United Kingdom* which held that the ability to order disproportionate forms of mass surveillance on citizens was a violation of the rights to privacy and freedom of expression. Public institutions are often confronted with the accusation that it is not proportionate to employ surveillance technologies that gather huge amounts of data but that only deliver a small number of successful cases. This is true not only in the case of surveillance for the protection of national security but also in the context of welfare investigations (for example, in the pending Dutch case of SyRi).

The aim behind welfare investigations is clearly a legitimate one: to secure the sustainability of the welfare system. Nevertheless, the methods used to enforce welfare conditionality must not exceed the necessary and adequate minimum that is required to detect fraud. Considering that outsourcing enforcement tasks to private actors exacerbates the risk of violation of fundamental rights, public institutions should make a double proportionality assessment: first, is it necessary and adequate to outsource welfare investigations to
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private actors and what are the risks of doing so? Second, the need to use additional and undercover means to gather evidence should be balanced against the right to privacy of welfare recipients. This right should be here understood as comprehending the right not to be subject to intrusive investigations for small mistakes (e.g., failure to disclose limited additional income) and not to reuse data that was not collected with the original purpose of surveillance. For example, Section 1 (2) of the Social Security Fraud Act 2001 (United Kingdom) provides that an authorized officer can request information from private and public sector organizations regarding individuals, provided there are “reasonable grounds” for believing that the claimant or a family member is committing or intends to commit an offence. Although this disposition is complemented by a statutory code of practice, this piece of legislation has raised questions regarding the data protection of welfare recipients. The broad powers given to officials are justified by the potential losses of public funds and the idea that welfare recipients can be expected to be subject to intrusive, detailed and ongoing surveillance in exchange for the benefits they receive. Nevertheless, this should not entail that welfare recipients should be subject to detailed background checks or followed by private detectives.

A proportionate use of automated systems also includes a reasonable assessment of the data that needs to be collected in order to establish fraud. There is an inherent tension between the desire for big data to optimize the quality of the risk assessment and the legal rules on data protection that ask for data-minimization. Especially in the field of social welfare, this tension is eminent, as personal data is the raw material of the benefits system. Recently, the mayor of Rotterdam refused to use the data-matching and risk-profiling system SyRI because of the disproportionate data-handling. Less intrusive
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systems developed by private companies (e.g., Totta Data Lab) to predict fraud continue to be used by other Dutch municipalities. Even though these systems do not make decisions, it is important to underline that whenever risk-profiling is in hands of private tech companies, it becomes extremely hard to assess the proportionality of data collection and the potential reuse of data for commercial purposes as private companies will not allow the public to scrutinize their operations.\textsuperscript{183}

Finally, a proportionate use of private actors and their technologies is also important to reduce the longstanding stigmatization of welfare recipients. The widespread use of private automated systems and contracts with private actors is susceptible of promoting a tip-off culture and thus raise not only legal but also ethical questions.\textsuperscript{184} As Virginia Eubanks explains in \textit{Automating Inequality}, digital tools created to manage poverty, including data mining and automated decision-making, are based on moralistic ideas on poverty that create a high-tech system of policing and containment.\textsuperscript{185} These ideas include the perception that welfare recipients are not entitled to the same degree of privacy and data protection as other taxpayers as they depend on public assistance. This perception is fundamentally incompatible with the principle of effective exercise of the right to social security or social assistance.\textsuperscript{186}

5 Conclusion

In the Atlantic Charter of 1941, social security was defined by its original aim: “the freedom from fear and want.”\textsuperscript{187} Nowadays, this statement could not be further away from the reality observed in modern welfare states. This article shows that welfare recipients in different countries have been subject to close private surveillance and that the aim to prevent and sanction welfare fraud has spoken louder than the procedural guarantees and fundamental rights of these individuals. Privatization of public functions is to blame. As Julie Cohen has pointed out “over the last decades (…) surveillance has become increasingly
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privatized, commercialized (…) and it has become participatory.”\(^\text{188}\) Nevertheless, the outsourcing of powers to private actors should not mean that these powers are expanded beyond what public actors were allowed to do or that accountability and proportionality assessments are bypassed. As Catherine Donnelly explains: “Given that the power does not change when transferred from public to private, it is difficult to understand why the controls on the power should be different: control should depend on the nature of the power—not on the identity of the power-holder.”\(^\text{189}\)

The involvement of private actors and the use of automated systems developed by private technology companies illustrate new dimensions of the growing privatization movement: on the one hand, governments seek to optimize their systems, become closer to the citizenry, offer a fair allocation of services, and stimulate citizens to participate and contribute with their knowledge. On the other, by relying on informants, private detectives and digital technology, governments are stigmatizing welfare recipients. In this context, public authorities delegate directly or indirectly the tasks of predicting and detecting fraud to private actors not only to save public money but also to expand their access to information about welfare recipients.

The examples analyzed in this article contribute to the international literature by showing the risks of expanding the outsourcing of public tasks to the private sector under indeterminate legislative and contractual conditions, limited public supervision, and reduced transparency of automated systems. The outsourcing of welfare fraud investigations to private actors with almost unconstrained investigation instruments risks converting public law enforcement into a system where poverty is almost criminalized. We contend that from an expertise point of view, social welfare fraud detection may not easily justify the unlimited outsourcing of public law enforcement to private actors with the risks thereof. The same applies to the employment of private actors to investigate welfare fraud and create risk profiles using big data and predictive analytics. The outsourcing of these tasks to private companies raise constitutional concerns which include the violation of the right to respect for private life, equal treatment (e.g., due to the risk of discrimination resulting from profiling), and the right to a fair trial. Drawing on the case law discussed in this Article, we argue that public law and its procedural guarantees should
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be applied to welfare fraud investigations, regardless of who is conducting the investigation, as long as public and private actors are working together.

This article does not aim to argue against the outsourcing of public tasks to private investigators as such an idea would be unrealistic given the benefits offered by private detectives. Rather, this article offers considerations that could help national legislators reflect upon the proportionality of outsourcing decisions and the need to design adequate legal and contractual framework for the privatization of public enforcement in areas of social policy. This framework should take into account a number of aspects such as when, how, and under what circumstances anti-fraud prevention and detection tasks may be automated and outsourced to private agents.

Many of the objections raised to automated systems developed and used by private companies and detectives would also be valid against public bodies. Nevertheless, the reliance on private actors and technology further enhances the opacity of the decision-making process, the incentive to draw inferences from historical data and biases to find fraud, and set aside the public interest and safeguard of fundamental rights.

In addition, as Matthew Stephenson points out, it is important to also ask “which organs of government ought to be involved in the creation and definition of private enforcement rights.” Finally, “social welfare spies”—regardless of whether they are public or private actors—should not subject welfare recipients to a dehumanized state of permanent surveillance where tipping-off neighbors is encouraged and where welfare recipients’ privacy is worth less than that of other citizens. Rather, new forms of privatization should still be proportionate, legitimate, and imbued with public values. Automated systems used in this context should be trained to limit negative human rights impacts (e.g., discrimination), offer meaningful transparency measures, and allow citizens to rely on public assistance without losing the right to a private life.
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